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Movie on 9 23 15 at 11 17 PM
The seven students that participated in the course seemed to enjoy learning about the past, and sharing their stories with the
international participants if the Bike Race.
11/21/2016 Reflecting on Making and Mapping a 3D Digital and Printed Past for the Great Bike Race Book – Visualizing a Wired World’s Past
https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/reflecting­on­making­and­mapping­a­3d­digital­and­printed­past­for­the­great­bike­race­book/ 3/5
(https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/artifacts­and­the­bike­
race/bkm2__2015­09­02­12­09­34/#main)
Hannah Lickey holds a 3D printed sculpture of Ganesha.
(https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/artifacts­and­the­bike­
race/bkm2__2015­09­02­14­28­05/#main)
Taylor Conrad paints a 3D printed artifact replica
(//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/wp­
content/uploads/sites/6894/2015/09/bkm2__DSCN0700­
class.jpg)
Michelle Taylor holds a replica of an antelope femoral head from Zaire
that she has painted to look like a bike race participant.
All students were given an opportunity to work in the Virtual Curation Laboratory,  and they particularly enjoyed printing and painting
replicas of the artifacts that they would use to complete their forms during the Bike Race Week.
11/21/2016 Reflecting on Making and Mapping a 3D Digital and Printed Past for the Great Bike Race Book – Visualizing a Wired World’s Past
https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/reflecting­on­making­and­mapping­a­3d­digital­and­printed­past­for­the­great­bike­race­book/ 4/5
(https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­
reflections/bringing­back­the­right­side­of­the­
brain/attachment/3/#main)
Marjorie Burnett paints at home
(https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/pick­
me­pick­me­the­object­seemed­to­say/bkm2__painting­the­
figurines/#main)
Brittany Blanchard painting a figurine from India
Communicating virtually with some of the students was not as sophisticated as I had originally intended. Email turned out to work
perfectly well to ensure that students had all the tools they needed to successfully complete the course, although it was a bit
challenging to work purely remotely with students and not have access to the Virtual Curation Laboratory. While I would definitely make
some changes to how I taught the course, I think it provided a solid framework that I plan to expand into all of my research and
teaching as a way to dynamically involve VCU undergraduate students in communicating the work of the Virtual Curation Laboratory to
preserve and share their work to a global audience. I had each student write a reflection on what they thought of the course as well,
and I include these links below:
Brittany Blanchard: //rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/pick­me­pick­me­the­object­seemed­to­say/
(//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/pick­me­pick­me­the­object­seemed­to­say/) 
Marjorie Burnett: //rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/bringing­back­the­right­side­of­the­brain/
(//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/bringing­back­the­right­side­of­the­brain/) 
Taylor Conrad: //rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/like­planet­of­the­apes/ (//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­
reflections/like­planet­of­the­apes/) 
Jack Fagan: //rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/it­helped­make­me­a­part­of­uci/
(//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/it­helped­make­me­a­part­of­uci/) 
Hannah Lickey: //rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/global­unity­can­have­roots­in­the­digital­world/
(//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/global­unity­can­have­roots­in­the­digital­world/) 
Christopher Kleppe: //rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/learning­some­of­history­through­tangible­artifacts/
(//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/learning­some­of­history­through­tangible­artifacts/) 
Michelle Taylor: //rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/when­two­global­communities­unite/
(//rampages.us/wiredworldspast/student­reflections/when­two­global­communities­unite/)
Search …   Search
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Seal to Impress Name on Letters (https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/2015/09/27/seal­to­impress­name­on­letters/)
Tooth Brush Handle Fragment (https://rampages.us/wiredworldspast/2015/09/25/tooth­brush­handle­fragment/)
